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Soup and Bread begins this
week. The Tuesday dinner
option has 370 participants,
with another 303 people
attending Thursday lunches.
Combined, the sessions will
raise $8400 by the end of the
semester.

i

Ear

V

SGA funding meetings will
take place on Wednesday and
Thursday.
V WVN's "Just Desserts"
event will address issues
surrounding program houses
in Lean Lecture Hall on
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
V

The Housing Office will
present information on the
Quiet and Chemical-Fre- e
housing on Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in Lowry 19. 1

V

Tomorrow night at the
Underground, the "Stomping
Out the Barriers of Racism"
dance begins at 10 p.m.
V

Robert Butcher is the next
speaker in the Clergy Academy of Religion. He will
address Things Old and
New: Christian Worship in '
the 21st Century (Matthew
1:15 p.m. in
13:52)-- at
Wishart Lean on Tuesday.

Please see page 3 for
a preview of third
VPAA candidate R.
Bruce Douglass, who
will meet with students
on Monday. Full
coverage of this
conversation will
appear in next week's
Voice, along with the
academic and
professional backgrounds of all three
candidates.

Woo Weather: an
amazingly mild weekend
in February. Cloudy and
breezy tonight and
tomorrow, with lows near
30 and highs between 40
and 45.
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photo by David Heisserer

Richard Guarasci ofHobart College Barbara Hetrick, formerly of Hood
SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Richard Guarasci, candidate for
vice president for academic affairs,
discussed his views on liberal education in a meeting with 22 students
Monday night. Guarasci, currently
the dean of Hobart College and a

professor of political science,

fielded questions concerning issues ramjingfrom Greek life to
faculty tenure.
He prefaced hiscomments by talking about the high quality of a
Wooster education, and his desire
for that quality to be more recognized nationally. "One of the things
that bothers me about The College
of Wooster is that it's way too modest about itself," he said. 'This is as
good of a college as any of those in
the top twenty in 'U.S. World and
News Report." In particular, he
cited the strength of the Independent Study program and the skills

that such an experience fosters.
Guarasci has spent considerable
oriented
time working on first-yeprograms in his positions at Hobart
and, formerly,' at St. Lawrence University. He served as the architect
and founding director of the First
Year Program at St. Lawrence, a
required program focusing on race,,
gender, class and forging community in which students are housed
together. "The goal was to allow
students to have much closer access
to first year faculty," he said.
Guarasci expressed a strong interest in issues of multiculturalism
and diversity. "Personally, I have to
tell you as a political science educator, that the fundamental failure of
this country is the failure to deal
with difference," he said. He believes that "liberal education has to
ar

please see GUARASCI SPEAKS
ON PRIORITIES, page 3

SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Barbara Hetrick started her conversation with students last night at
the Wooster Inn with a question:
"Why are you all here at Wooster?"
Throughout the evening, she continued to ask the 7 students present
about the College and themselves,
as well as to give her own opinions
on matters of faculty, budgeting,
and curriculum.
Since 1995, Hetrick has held the
position of vice president of the
Maryland Independent College and
University Association. She was
the vice president and dean of academic affairs at Hood College in
Frederick, Maryland from 1985-- 1
995, and had served as a sociology
professor there since 1973. She said
her interest in this position stems
from a real passion for the arts and
sciences, and cited a iberal arts education as the "best possible prepara
1

1

tion for a successful career, especially in this kind of world." She is
eager to get back into a college environment again because "I love
working with students and faculty.
I love the academic environment. It
keeps me sane, alive and thriving ...
My kind of lifestyle is centered
around the college," she said.
She views the role of faculty as
teachers to be very important to liberal arts colleges. When hiring faculty, she said, "They have to demonstrate that they've been excellent
teachers, and that means not only in
the classroom but also in advising,
in discussion groups, in pedagogy. I
also, and this probably isn't kosher,
look at personality too." Strong
scholarship is also important, she
said, and she has found that "faculty
please see HETRICK FINDS

"JEWEL" OF WOOSTER
WORTHWHILE,

page 2

Adams addresses black and Jewish relations
EILEEN IMADA
On Monday, as part of the commemorative events honoring Martin Luther King Jr., Dr. Russell
Adams from the department of
Studies at Howard
vered a lecture on "Black
and Jewish Relations in America"
in Lean Lecture room. The
Afro-Americ-

Uni-versity.d-

an

eli

co-edit- or

of "COMMONQUEST"

magazine of black and Jewish rela

tions, Adams also serves as chairman.
"Every opportunity we can get to
work together to work to a common
goal is always good," said Sara
Swanson '99. "I wish more students had come to hear him speak."
From the outset, Adams clarified
that he would present his thoughts
about black and Jewish relations,
and that he did would not speak on
behalf of either group. "Blacks and

Jews are at the core definition of
Western Civilization," he said, as
both groups are involved with the
westernized "devotion to cash." In
Catholicism, loaning money is a sin,
so Jews became known as moneylenders. Meanwhile, blacks became
money, used as articles forexchange
or to pay gambling debts. Both
groups were perceived as outsiders.
Connections between Jews and
blacks exist even in the songs, "Go

Down Moses" and "Mary, Don't
You Weep," but sociologically they
met in urban areas, such as .New
York and Boston. In those settings,
"they were too poor to be anyplace
else except with each other," Adams
said. To illustrate the ostracism of
blacks from society, Adams used an
example from his own experience
please see

BLACK-JEWIS-

H

RELATIONS, page 3
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Council to vote on seating cuts

News Briefs
According to documents released this week, the Central Intelligence
Agency taught techniques of mental torture and coercion to at least Ave
Latin American security forces in the early 1980s, but repudiated the
interrogation methods in 1985. A 1983 manual taught ways to extract
information without using physical torture, which it advised against as
It discussed intense fear, deep exhaustion, solitary
counterproductive.
confinement, unbearable anxiety and other forms of psychological duress.
The agency's role in training those security forces was questioned inclosed
The CIA rewrote its
door Congressional hearings during the
manuals and renounced coercive interrogation, and in 1985, the CIA
adopted a formal policy against inhumane treatment but also said, "the use
of force is not to be confused with psychological ploys, verbal trickery, or
ruses employed by the interrogators in
other nonviolent and
the successful interrogation of reticent or uncooperative sources."
non-coerci-

s.

ve

President Clinton's proposals for making college more affordable were
released on Tuesday, including lax deductions of up to $10,000 a year for
college tuition or job training and tuition tax credits, in which the government would refund up to $1,500 a year for the first two years of college.
These proposals are intended to make two years of college affordable for
every American. Clinton's original program was criticized for directing
too many dollars to the middle class : his modified plans address those
students without taxable earnings would
concerns. Originally,
have been eligible to claim refunds. Instead. Clinton proposed raising tlw
amount available through Pell grants to $3000. "Anything that gives
encouragement to students to go to college is terrific. said L. Jay Oliva,
President of New York University. "But we have to make sure Pell grants
don't get clobbered in the process. I don't see any evidence of that here, but
the political process is a long one.
low-inco-

issues to Council, saying that "all
organizations can come collectively
to this body."

JAMES KOLLER
SUSAN LEEM

NATIONAL- -

mid-1980-
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At the Campus Council meeting
on Tuesday, the MembershipCom-mitte- e
recommended that six Council seats be removed for sake of
efficiency.
Each of the following organizations would lose one seat on Coun-

cil:

member-at-larg-

e

1981.

Council membership has been reviewed every third
year. Originally,

Campus Council
had only 12 members. The recommendation seeks to
reduce the current
membership of 8
back to 12 and include six students,
three administrators, and three faculty members.

.

two-thir-

1

Explaining one

Chechan Military Chief of Staff Asian Maskhadov declared victory in
the Chechan presidential election held Monday. The Kremlin, which views
Maskhadov as more stable than his rival Shamil Basayev, issued an official
statement that stated. "The preliminary results of the voting give a serious
chance for productive negotiations to continue between the Russian Federation and the Chechen republic." Basayev. a war hero who led the
raid in southern Russia in June 1995. is
Buddyonnovsk hostage-takin- g
viewed by Moscow as a terrorist. Maskhadov said in a news conference held
Tuesday. "We already declared independence in 1 99 . All that remains is that
our independence must be recognized by all states, including Russia."
1

News briefs compiled by Allen Ward,
with information from the New York Times.

President

SGA responds to CC motion

seat and two
faculty seats were
also recommended
for removal.

Since

SAB

the campus.
Professor Garrett Thompson said,
"Meetings are becom
ing more political than
maitegerial, which is
what they should be
With 12 people it s
DANIELLE BUCKIUS
more possible to have
a Campus Council
At Wednesday night's SGA meeting, most members
that's more effective."
argued that two seats were necessary to represent the
Chair
Council
student body and decided to draft a letter to Council to
Donnell Wyche '97
voice their opinions.
expressed concern
Senator James Morse 97 argued. "SGA is here to
about Council losing
advocate for the needs of the student body as a whole."
its focus as its size
Morse also addressed the impact of poor voter turnout dn"
"grew.
of students don't
the loss of the seat. "If
"We're coming
exercise the right to vote, that is not our fault and we
more to represent our
shouldn't lose because of it."
own interests rather
Senator Sabiqah Muhammad '00 said, "I've never
than the students'," he
been to a Campus Council meeting, but I don't feel that
said. "We have to stop
a smaller group could run more efficiently. They need
looking at things indimore representatives."
vidually and start look
"If you want to fix organization, vote on a parliamening at this holisticaiiy.
tary procedure," said Senator Pat Watts '99. "We have
Professor Jim I
25 members and we run fine."
Hartman effectively
moved to table the is
sue 3 so the mem-

Student Activities Board,

Wooster Volunteer
Network and SGA.

One

Outgoing

Tames hea Joseph '97 argued against
the removal of her organization's
seat on the grounds of size. "We
represent a lot of students and we're
one of the largest groups on campus," she said.
Amer Malik 97 objected to lim- -.

discuss student life or are we an
efficient legislative body?"
Penrod suggested that Council
first define its purpose, then go from
there. This purpose, according to
Penrod, should include student
elected seats, such as SGA's Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
since they are truly representative of

motivation for pro
posing to remove
these seats, Ayesha
Bell 97, chairperson of the Campus Council Membership Committee said "unfortunately the committee couldn't find a necessity for
them to stay on Council."
However she did invite other campus organizations to sit in on meetings to voice their concerns. Associate Dean of Students Carolyn
Buxton affirmed that the affected
groups will still be able to bring

ds

9--

ited representation of the affected
groups on the basis that observers of
Council meetings are not allowed to
vote. He said. "It is their organization representatives' right to vote

their opinion."

SGA President Steven Penrod ' 97.
concerned with Council's need to
determine its purpose before wanting to discuss size, said, "Is Campus Council a forum where people

bers could consider
whether or not to accept the
committee's proposal in its entirety
or amend parts of it.
Council will vote on the recommendation Tuesday at 1 a.m. All
Campus Council meetings are open
to visitors, taking place in the
Cooledge Seminar Room on the first
floor of Kauke.
1

LibraryACS

Hetrick finds "jewel" of Wooster worthwhile
continued from page

1

who are active in their own work
manage to convey their enthusiasm
about their field more effectively."
She noted that one challenge to
providing a strong faculty lies with
budget constraints. "One thing I
have noticed is that everyone seems
to have recognized the dire needto
make salaries competitive," she said.
"It should be a priority."
She said finding funding for programs and projects can be difficult
as well. Her methods include trying
to raise money from the outside,

largely through grant money.
"Sometimes there are ways," she
said.
The issues of multiculturalism and
diversity came up several times during the evening. Hetrick responded
affirmatively to the question of
whether a multiculturalism requirement should be included in the

College's curriculum. "I'd be very,
very interested," she said. "My
scholarly interests are race, class
and gender. These issues are my
personal passion."
She supports recruiting a diverse
racial and cultural student body, but
not without first preparing the institution for them. "I think it's a big
mistake to bring a new.di verse population without changing the curriculum. You shouldn't dump them off
here and say, 'Well, good luck."
Faculty are an important part of
the process, she said. "It is most
important to hire a diverse faculty
before hiring adi verse student population." she said. While Hetrick was
at Hood, the percentage of minority
students on campus increased from
four percent to 30 percent during a
three year period.
Geographic diversity within the
United States was also raised as a
concern by students. Hetrick stated

that raising Wooster's national reputation would help with admissions.
"It is a jewel of an institution that
can hold its own with the handful of
top institutions in the world."

Hetrick said she would help
Wooster gain national recognition.
I'm very
"To be a little
active in a lot of national associations and projects. One of the things
I enjoy doing is working with counterparts in comparable institutions
and I would be able to bring Wooster
into some of these projects. I'm
pretty well known in higher education," she said.
Hetrick commented on curriculum questions, but stated, "I want to
be clear that everything I've said
about curriculum is intended to be
either ideas or questions. I would
not presume to announce changes
She
without more information."
said she had been asking a lot of
semi
questions about the first-yeself-servin- g.

ar

TVaining

nar program during her visit to campus. In the past, "what I've favored
was a common intellectual exposure for all students for a lot of
sound reasons," she said. She believes such course work is good for
retention of students and serves as a
base for a liberal arts education.
Her view on Greek life is
T think it depends on
how it's handled," she said. "I was
in a sorority as an undergrad, so I
know they can be very sane social
enterprises. Some even work together toward academic excellence
and others are very service oriented.
I really have no bias, unless of course
they are detrimental to the campus
non-judgemen-

tal.

Schedule

Feb.

3--

6

Monday
4-5:-

Introduction to the
Macintosh
p.m. Taylor 209

30

Tuesday
1 1

a.m.--

1

Eudora
2 p.m.

Taylor 209

Tuesday
Web Browsing
p.m. Taylor 209
4-5:-

30

Wednesday
4-- 5

Research
Methods Using Netscape
209

p.m.-Tay- lor

community."

Thursday

She said she enjoys being in contact with students and would consider that an important part of her
role, as "the pri mary job of the VPAA
is to facilitate the work of faculty
and students."

4-- 5

p.m.-Tay- lor

EVE
209

Please call x2244 to
register for all classes

News
Third candidate to speak Monday
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the context
of a research
university. . .The value of what I have
to offer is precisely that it is nol
derived from experience at another
comparable institution. I would approach the issues now facing Wooster
from a different point of view than the
one you would expect of someone
who has spent his or her whole career
in a liberal arts college.
Much of his letter focused on

SUSAN WITTSTOCK
R. Bruce Douglass, dean of the
faculty in Georgetown College at

Georgetown University, is the third
finalist for the position of Vice President for Academic Affairs. He will
be on campus Sunday Feb. 2 through
Tuesday Feb. 4 and will meet with
students Monday evening, from 7:30
to 9 p.m. at the Wooster Inn.
In a letter to the selection committee distributed to all faculty and interested students, Douglass stated
that he is not a career administrator
but has spent most of his professional life as a teacher and scholar.
His experience, other than an undergraduate degree from William and
Mary (1963), has been with larger
universities. Douglass wrote that he
has "The experience of someone
who has spent a good part of his
professional life confronting the
challenges of a liberal education in
.

graduate school

admissions.

Douglass feels that a "willingness to
do what it take to win the respect of
those who control access to the betprograms is going
ter
to be one of ihe keys to success for
schools like Wooster." He wrote
that he would want to encourage conversation on the matter and "would
approach the conversation with the
premise that some change is almost
certainly going to be necessary."
Douglass wrote that he would like
to see schools I ike Wooster "accom
post-gradua- te

What is a VPAA?

modate some of the practices to
which faculty are now accustomed
at research universities (liberal leave
policies, reduced teaching loads,
reward systems, grant
d
" He believes "The
support, etc.)
challenge will be to find a way of
striking a balance between the demands of scholarly productivity and
the requirements of quality liberal
education, and I see no good reason
why this cannot be done." '
Douglass also cited his viewpoint
on leadership, and his
style. "I see a need now in
academic life for leaders who are
prepared to do more than just maintain established policies and practices, I do not believe in the imposition of new initiatives against the
will of the people affected." he wrote.
An article on Douglass' conversation with students will appear in
the Friday, Feb. 7 edition of the
merit-base-

non-authoritar-

ian

Voice.

Guarasci speaks on priorities
continued frontpage

I

be redefined so that diversity is part of
that definition, not on the periphery."
He said that many students who
come to college are from segregated
neighborhoods. "One place we can
attend to that is at college," he said.
"Colleges are one of the last places
we have to bring intelligence and
goodwill to bear on us," he said.
He advocated continuing the
learning process outside of the classroom. He used the example of a
recently created minor in public service at Hobart which includes volunteer time. "It takes the best of
reading and writing to doing," he
said. "Ideas help us understand experience and experience helps us

--

critique what we're reading,"
He said he has mixed feelings on
multicultural course requirements.
"I'd like i.t to be much more than
that," he said. "More than 'I did my
diversity. I took 101. ... It has to be
part of a larger conversation."
He admitted that accomplishing
more is hard, but felt that FYS programs may be one part of the solution, because they can provide a
common discussion even when the
individual courses are designed differently. "I don't want people to get
out of a college as good as this is,
and be able to compartmentalize and
patronize," he said.
He also talked about the faculty's
role in diversity. At Hobart he
"started reading groups amongst the

Presenting the WVN's latest endeavor to
branch out in the community:

faculty," sometimes including-studentas well, which exposed the
faculty to works by minority authors. He also held faculty workshops which dealt with the issue. He
commented on the role that minority professors can have in fostering
s

discussion and understanding.
"They understand the world differently and there is a wealth of information that is not being taught," he said.
He is in favor of actively recruiting
faculty of color, and said the argument
that "there is not enough people out
there to recruit doesn't hold up."
Guarasci supports tenure review.
"I can not abide a system of professional evaluation that ends at the
point in time when tenure is
achieved." he said. "I don' t know of
any other professional field that
doesn't have that."
Guarasci was also asked to comment on Greek organizations. "I
think they were anachronistic and
impossible in the nineteenth century. I think they have no place in
the twentieth century," he said. He
gave as reasons their exclusive nature, and perpetuation of sexism,
racism and drug abuse.
"Some groups still cling to the
notion that fraternities are .private
social clubs that happen to be on
campus. Others see it as a leadership groupon campus," he said. The
latter is what he prefers, and he gave
as an example the work for the white
ribbon campaign (in conjunction
with Take Back the Night inarches)
that one of Hobart's fraternities has
undertaken.
He supports an accreditation system at Hobart in which a board of
faculty and students evaluate trater-nitie-s
every three years "as to
whether or not thev can stay or go."
but said that "you usually have to do
.something tremendous to so."

first-rat-

The position of Vice President for
Academic Affairs is often an invisible one to students. However, the
responsibilities of a VPAA include
overseeing faculty, administrators
and many of the campus officesand
departments which do have direct
relationships with students.
Article IV, Section 2 of the
College's Statute of Instruction outlines the functions of a VPAA. A
VPAA reports directly to the President, and in the event of a disability
or extended absence of the. President, the VPAA "shall assume the
President's duties pending action
by the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees."
He orshe. in consultation with the
Dean of the Faculty, must present an
annual report to the Board of Trustees on the condition of the College.
As the College's chief academic
officer, the VPAA is responsible
"for the execution of the educational
policies of the College including
preparation and administration of
the academic budget..."-- .
According to the job description
advertised in the "Chronicle of
Higher Education" the VPAA works
"in cooperation with the Dean of the
Faculty, with the development of
the curriculum of the College."
The VPAA serves as a voting
member on several committees
which elate to academics, including the Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee, the Educational Policy
Committee, and the Leaves Committee, and serves as the chair of the
Financial Advisory Committee.
Many of the VPAA's responsibilities relate to faculty positions.
"Who you hire and maintaining a

.

.

Austin Manor (New Pittsburgh, OH), about
miles from Wooster.
Dates Friday, Feb.21-- 5 p.m. to Saturday, Feb. 22
(5 p.m.).
Cost $8 (includes all meals, snacks, transportation
and stay)

Venue

1 1

Meet volunteers from other colleges in the
region.

If you are interested, contact the
office at x2563

ASHLAND UNIVERSITY
MARIETTA COLLEGE
OTTERBEIN COLLEGE

WVN

Information provided by the
Dean of the Faculty and the
Secretary of the College.

--

relations

Black-Jewis- h
continued from page

1

--

Inter School Rural Plunge

e
faculty has to be one of the
most important tasks any vice president undertakes," said Acting Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Hayden Schilling. He or she must
approve faculty appointments and
job descriptions for academic departments or interdepartmental programs.
According to the Statute of Instruction, the VPAA consults with
the EPC when "a position is created
or when it is eliminated or reassigned" but "As long as a tenure-trac- k
position has an incumbent, the
position shall nol be reviewed by the
Vice President."
The VPAA is also expected to be
a professor him- - or herself, ""in an
appropriate academic department ot
the College." The chairpersons ot
all academic departments and programs report to the VPAA and the
Dean of Faculty.
The Dean of Admissions, the Dean
of Students and the Dean of Faculty
all report to the VPAA. and consequently, all areas they oversee are
under the VPAA as well.
For example, the offices of Black
Student Affairs, International Student Affairs. Housing and Residential Life, Lowry Center and Student
Activities. Health and Counseling
Services, Campus Minister and Security all answer to the Dean of
Students.
A few of the other departments
which report directly or indirectly to
the VPAA are the Athletic Director,
the Art Gallery, Academic Computing, Library Services, Financial Aid
and the Registrar.

SUSAN WITTSTOCK

boy: after he
as a fourteen-year-ol- d
drank from a soda fountain glass,
the druggist put it into a paper bag
and smashed it, telling the waitress
at the fountain to use a cup the next
time.
When antisemitism and racism
were mainstream, Jews joined
and several of the first
members of the NAACP were Jewish. " Blacks and Jews) had a vision
of social justice." Adams said.
Over time, leadership within the
organizations became less elitist and
was instead determined by democratic vote. The Jewish leaders in
particular felt a loss of closeness, he
explained, as sentiment changed to
one that "there should be no whites
in black organizations."
Without an agenda tor the future,
tension net ween Macks and Jews
i;rcv. as diil the lack of conversation
sc,ti.!tei.'iiiiiiiuniivtucen the
black-organization-

-

.
s,

ties. Adams explained that although
literacy and income may increase,
without conversation between the two
groups, "they do not get rid of the
feel ing of despair."
Rather than labeling the Jews as
enemies and scapegoats, more militant groups like the Aryan Nation
need to be addressed. Although
Adams does not believe that blacks
and Jews will regain the closeness
of the past, they are still intertwined.
'Addressing black and Jewish relations is a model for other minority
relations."" he said.
Marsha Simpson "99 recognizes
tension between the two groups. "I
liked what he was saying about having an honest dialogue." she said.
'"The conversation! needs to start
on a college campus; stereotypes
tart when you're voung and in
school."
ht ing as a Black Leader in
ki sk'.enc
.iams uom lectured in
--

,!

--

!

.
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Insight
Wooster
Star Wars: shaping our generation
As the saying goes, we are the children of the eighties. We were born in the
and big hair,
seentics. but we grew up in the years of fluorescent
leg-warm-

ers

gratuitous greed and economic prosperity. We were the last generation to grow
up fearing the Russians. Ronald Reagan was our president, and "Star Wars
was our movie. The Star Wars trilogy gave shape to our formative years.
We remember watching it in the theater, playing with our Luke Skywalker
and Princess Leia figures in the sandbox, and sailing the Millennium Falcon
The movies opened our minds to space and filled our
from our swing-sehearts w ith wonder. Like our parents remembering the day Kennedy was
shot, we recall the day we saw the films. They changed everything. In "Star
Wars." good and evil were clearly defined, yet we always knew that there was
hope for redemption, good to salvage the bad just as there was bad that might
damn the gotxl. We believed in the Force, a power so complex that both good
and bad flowed from its source. It was the most gripping picture of the universe
we were given, and who we are today is due to its effect on who we were then.
Finally. "Star Wars' is back, complete with digital remastering and four and
half minutes of footage even we. the devoted, have never seen before. With the
return of the mo ie comes the return of ourchildish dreams, the racing heart and
the
rxipe that someday, the good in each of us will crush the bad.
We will become Jedi Knights, and we can save the universe from evil.
It's back, it's better than ever, and it's even coming to theaters in Wooster.
t.

full-fledg-

ed

CC: cutting seats and red tape
takes a little introspection to make changes that are good for the
establishes a precedent for the rest to follow.
Campus Council has embarked on a path tocleaning up the sometime chaotic
campus government of recent years. This year alone. Campus Council and the
SGA have wrangled over the funding issue until the campus community
became fed up. The Voice recently echoed these concerns, refusing to cover
the continual bickering. At Tuesday's meeting, the Membership Committee
proposed to reduce its current membership from 8 seats to 2.
By cutting the six seals. Council hopes to avoid the
which
has plagued it as membership has grown over the years. We feel this is a good
move because the interests of students are best represented w hen a lean body
of legislators move swiftly and administratively to address concerns. Those
who believe that this reduction would impede action can look at our larger
government body . SGA is much larger than the Campus Council and its actions
this year have spoken for themselves. They would be better served to follow
this lead and review how it functions as an organization. Then again, would this
organization run any rougher if it contained but one member?
Sometimes

whole.

Self-sacrifi-

it

ce

1

1

over-politicizati-

on

These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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this campus think
much like Ryan

Murrey.

Being

Greek means more
than free beer,
which incidentally

from those who are not involved.
Unnoticed by Ryan's article and
many of the independent students
on this campus is the true value of
the Greek system. Beyond the
obvious service of giving the students of Wooster something to do

organization (Greeks included) instills many values and skills that
arc important for success and happiness in future endeavors. The
ability to work and problem solve
in a group or team effort is becoming an increasingly important skill
in all
ncss-rclatc-

"Being Greek means more than not sitting by yourself
in Lowry like Ryan does. Being Greek also means
more than having a negative relationship with the
College's administration."

is not free and is in
fact paid for out of
the SI 60 dollars a semester that is

on the weekends. Greeks perform

paid in dues. Being Greek means
more than not sitting by yourself
in Lowry like Ryan does. Being
Greek also means more than having a negative relationship with
the College's administration.
Many of the misconceptions
stated in Ryan's article are purely
the result of being closed-minde- d
towards something that is not understood. The College of Wooster
prides itself on diversity and acceptance for others, so why should
the entire Greek system be the
punch-lin- e
of jokes and anecdotes

many socially redeemable services. For example, the Sigs spent
nine hours on a recent Saturday
helping Goodwill Industries move
to their new office and cleaning
their retail store. In addition, Greek
organizations offer the type of
close-knfriendships that many
only dream of. This is not to say
that if you are not in a Greek organization, you will not have close
friends, but the friendships in
Greek organizations should not be
understated.
Being a member of any type of
it

busi---- -

d

fields and
professions.
In addition
group mem

bership

teaches responsibility, leadership, and most
importantly how to enjoy life.
My encouragement for writing
this letter was not tocriticize Ryan
or the other uniformed members
of the study body and faculty, but
to let everyone know that there are
many benefits of being Greek. So,
next time you find yourself at a
Greek function, please keep in
mind that we give more to this
campus and community than the
"free" beer you are drinking.
Paul Elliott '97

White heterosexual bigot? No, Real College Man

The
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TVue
proud brother of Phi Sigma
Alpha (Sigs). I feel obligated to
respond to the Jan. 24. 997 article
entitled "The Benefits(?) of Being
Greek." by Ryan Murrey.
Unfortunately, many of the uninformed students and faculty of
As a

Letters
benefits in being Greek

C-Ih-

e

It's sad but true: many on the
College of Wooster campus can
not detect the jocular undertone of
the article "From Boys to Men" ,
featured in the January 24th issue
of the Voice. Perhaps this is because the article hit too close to
home for some to laugh it off. It
provides certain males a biblical
source to refer to in times of social
stress, a how-t- o guide in thinking
with your penis. This article illustrates the strict dress and social
code of the elitist groups that dominate daily life in the College of

Wooster campus. By following the
social codes allotted in this article,
the "Real College Man" (a.k.a. the
white heterosexual bigot), learns
the narrowly accepted standards
for the way they drink, dress, exercise, study, and express emotion
and sexuality.
By following these rules we are
promised not only in this article
but in daily life to be accepted if
not revered by the majority. Those
males who do not follow the rules
of the "Real College Man" are considered by these elitists to be less

than human and certainly not the
ideal "College Man". Biding by
the rules of the "Real College Man"
guarantees that you will be excepted but also guarantees that you
will become a mindless automaton. Those who follow the rules of
the "Real College Man" are simply continuing a cycle of empty
rituals that will only stop after a

drastic revolution in thought takes
place.
George Alley '99
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about campus
care doodley-squpolitics.
And why should they? Our student government does nothing. Consider parliamentary procedure. The
whole idea behind it is to make meet-ing- s
more efficient, and as anyone
who has ever sat through an SGA
meeting knows. SGA is about as
efficient as adump truck. SGA might
as well try to hold a meeting in Latin
... they would probably get just as
much accomplished.
The reason for apathy is obvious
and apparent. Our student leaders
couldn't lead us out of a paper bag
e
and are about as inspiring as a
cracker.
Both Penrod and Wychc need lo
ask themselves when they plan to
accomplish something for the student body instead of their resumes.
Both need to start being responsible
for their actions and stop blaming
the student body's apathy for their
own lack of imagination in legislation. Guys, jou need to understand
that you have been given a great gi ft.
but as il stands now. you've squandered il away.
Listen. We'd love to be inspired.
We're waiting.

My stint at Wposter is almost up.
In a few short weeks, the "capstone"
of my college education experience
here will be

Ryan Murrey

at

turned in.

and before I
know it, I'll be walking across the
stage, shaking hands with someone
who is more important than me in
the college hierarchy and receiving
my diploma (provided I can pay off
all my parking tickets).
So now is the time to get nostalgic, and what better subject to gel
nostalgic about than student government?
Ah yes. those wise and saga-

cious

sal-lin-

stalwarlly

shepherds,

leadilhing their flock through green
pastures and to still water. So I started
thinking ... what better way to show
my appreciation than lo conduct a
phone poll and to gic people an
opportunity to express their gratitude for our leaders' selfless sacrifice.
So I whipped out my student
directory and just started calling
people, asking them "On a scale of
one to ten. how would you rate Steve
Penrod's performance".'"
Then asked them "On a scale of
one to ten. how would you rate
Donnell Wyche's performance?'
The nutshell result: most people
1

Ryan Murrey is the Assistant
Viewpoints editor for the Voice.

PHONE POLL
42 students were asked "On a scale
one to ten, how do you rate these

individuals' performance?
Stephen Penrod
2
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Gender images have cluttered
the literature of colonists throughout history. The roles that men and

Rebecca Rollins
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career

self-respe- ct

types which
demand almost coldhearted

This

pat-

tern is one

of
i

con--

n u

i

t

n g

abuse and

indifference,

physical strength and mental tolerance of all abuses and scenes of
destruction. All of the burdens of
war have been placed upon the
males, as they are expected to protect the females and defend their
families.
It is possible to see this in the
policies of America today when considering the selective service. Men
are required to register upon turning
eighteen, so that in case of need,
they may be called upon to fight in
battle for the name of America.
Women are not asked to do this, nor
are they allowed to fight on the front
lines should they choose to enlist.
Cynthia Enloe, in her novel Bananas. Beaches and Bases, states

'emasculated'-o- r turned into a 'nation of busboys- - has been presumed

S.

self-wort- h.

n

culinized hope. Anger at being

N

i

s,

sprung from masculinized memory,
masculinized humiliation and mas-

lv v
S

transform an overseas base into a
"community. For commanders responsible r bases on foreign soil
the community works best if homegrown gender conventions are kept
in place" interprets Enloe, whose
book covers this topic in depth.
These "conventions" often leave
women without the confidence of
a job, dependent upon the achievements of their husbands for their
They also suppress
cases of domestic abuse and alcoholism to avoid destroying their
husbands' chances for a promo-- ,

n a tionalism have been clearly defined
by tradition and culture. These images are then unfairly used to determine the home of a person, or the
value of that person to a country."
According to Keen,"Battle itself
is seen as the baptism of fire, a
wound as a "red badge of courage"
by people of all cultures, races and
lion. These gender roles are exhomelands. Regardless of nationalpected to be passed on to the chility, "almost universally the riles of
dren of soldiers as well. The base
passage for the male involve some
homeland a similar connotation, il commanders "count on presumppainful
haing. cirtions of both femininity and masis easier to convince men to decumcision, fasting, killing and enculinity that will make military
which the stroy land and people if they should
emy or wild animal-iwives raise their daughters to look
elders teach the young thai men must threaten the country.
up to their fathers and their sons to
The active role of women is one
be able to suffer in silence, fight and
emulate
be
brave"
their fa
Keen reports.
thers by
taking intoac-couthe lonely soldiers,
provide comfort

that "nationalism typically has

Donnell Wyche

merely a matter of taste or culture.
Paying serious attention to women
can expose how much power it takes
to maintain the international political system in its present form" Enloe
states, thereby revealing how much
women actually contribute. Wars
are fought for homelands, of which
are con"most modern nation-state- s
strued in feminine terms. The Sovereign may bear a masculinized face
but the nation itself is feminized, "a
mother, a sweetheart, a lover" states
Elshtain. This is to encourage the
soldiers to fight. These men are leaving behind their wives, daughters
and mothers and fighting to protect
them, and by giving the actual

to be the natural fuel for igniting a
nationalist movement". It is only
when the ego, or good reputation, of
the men are at risk does a nationalist
movement erupt or a war begin.
This implies that countries rely on
the men more so than women, and
so therefore men are at a disadvantaged point, when in reality this is
not the case.
Women are included in nationalism, but when it comes to war, their
roles are much different than that of
their brothers or spouses. "Ignoring
women on the landscape of international politics perpetuates the notion that certain power relations are

of support, and what is expected of
them is nothing less than their patriotic duty. All of their contributions lead to the strength and dominance of their country in the area
of war. This does not explain why
their roles in defining war in the
light of nationalism seem so unrelated to the actual battles occurring or the wounds received. One
contribution which women make
to the war effort is not often spoken about or acknowledged. In the
case of the Philippines, it is has
become a thriving and expected
business. Prostitutes provide comfort for the lonely soldiers, and act
as a constant reminder of what
these men are fighting for. Without these women, the desperate
men may lose their morale and
Fighting desire. This is a sad contribution, for often these women
and cultural
lose their
innocence, and even their place in
society should they contract a contagious disease, in the process of
maintaining the fighting spirit of
foreign soldiers. And yet, sending
the wives and children abroad to
bases with the soldiers does not
seem to improve the women's
self-respe-

ct

roles. It has, in the past, been expected that when a soldier was
elevated to a senior rank, his wife
would become a volunteer at the
base. This often meant the women
would be forced to sacrifice paid
positions in the outside economy
for the sake of supporting their

husband promotion.

"The armed forces depend

largely on their unpaid work to

misleading stereotypes. With such
an education and socialization taking place in the military bases
around the world, the continuation
of voluntary military service is inevitable, and therefore the existence of "base women" is expected.
Although all of these roles are
important in their efforts to create
military prowess above the enemies of the state, none are fair to
the bearers of these expectations.
Both men and women alike are
forced into nationalism by birth,
and it carries with them throughout life. It can be positive in building a secure and desirable living
environment for the citizens, but
those positive effects can be
achieved without the unnecessary
pressure of generalizations and
forced submission to ancient rules
and conventions. The role of gender
in nationalism is unfair and unnecessary.
Rebecca Rollins is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
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AMY CHIDIAC
DAVID COOPER

"

As far as we know, people have
always had a tendency lo cat food.
Similar lo breathing, eating seem
to he something humans just cannot get enough of. Wherever they
are it's always. "Hey. Joe. let's go
grab a bite to eat. I'm hungry" or
"Hey. Millie, whaddaya say you
and me go down to the
and breathe a little bit, just like
old times." Another thing people
five-and-di-

me

like to do a w hole bunch is complain. For instance, one might
say. "Hey Dave and Amy, why
don't you shut the hell up with all
of this idiocy about breathing and
eating?
Well. Thou shaltst notst silence
us. Remember: there is always the
possibility that we will one day make
a point, perhaps even in this article.
So what do all these keen observations of human behavior have in
common?. The answer is that they
are all infinitely more enjoyable

w hi le in the company of other Homo
sapiens.
This was the line of logic followed by one Sarah Fcnske 99,
features editor for The Wooster

Voice and

part-lim-

e

Chicken

McNugget. when she decided to get
all of the Features writers together
to eat a little pizza, do a little

breathing, and. of course, complain about our food. As an added
bonus, due to the fact that we are
excessively poor at deciding what
would make a good story, she has

decided to convert the entire

Fea-

tures section this week into a review
of our local pizza joints.
So. she ordered up five different
types of pizza, and then we ate five
different types of pizza, commenting on each as we masticated. We
want to stress, at this juncture, that
this was a scientifically sound experiment. Ms. Fenske had the foresight, nay, the brilliance, to switch
the pizzas from their original boxes,
thereby eliminating the possibility
for any biased opinion. It was just

lots of really good writers and lots
of really bad pizza.
Now, you may find the following reviews helpful, or some such
thing. You may also find them to
be inaccurate and, at times, silly.
You should be warned that we are
not trained, licensed pizza critics.
We are, in fact, just regular students
with opinions. If you should like to
disagree with us, you can feel free to
meet us in the Kauke arch, after
school on Friday afternoon to settle
the score once and for all.

KD: Could be better

Price isn 't the only thing that matters
when surveying the Wooster pizza scene
SARAH FENSKE
The pizzas from KD's Allegro
Pizzeria are the picture of what a
pizza should be. In kindergarten
when the teacher handed out the
construction paper and the glue
sticks and told the class lo make
pizzas to hang on the chalkboard, a
KD pizza was surely the result. Open
up the box and you get one of those

perlect round circles, carefully
traced from a cardboard standard, a
layer of cheese exactly the same
depth all around the pan, precise
round displays of pepperoni in symn
of the pie.
metry on each
The crust is a neat inch longer than
the cheese along the entire circumference. It is the work of the best
artist in the kindergarten class, the
one that the teacher would hang
right in the center of the wall.
Besides looking cartoonishly like
a kindergarten ideal, the KD pizza
also tasted somewhat elementary and
ingenuous. It had a certain sweetness, the kind of pizza kids might
like when they are in that stage where
they want to avoid onions, green
peppers, and texture of any kind.
Far from a spicy Italian flavor, the
KD was a distinctively American
connotadish with all its pre-fa- b
tions. Nothing too impressive, but
nothing offensive either. ' No surprises with this baby, just a certain
smooth uniformity.
half-moo-

photo by Eric Bakken

A

happy young pizza cutter hard at work, toiling long into the night at Domino's.

East of Chicago pummels competition
The 1 choice

of revered

JODY PRICE
"Mirror, mirror on the wall, who
delivers the best pizza of them all?
I asked myself that very question
late one chilly winter night. But
who really wants to taste test five
pizzas? I just laughed at my foolishness and tried to go to sleep.. .but
the question burned in my mind, plaguing my sleep with visions of cheese,
grease, and pepperoni. That's when I
realized my mission. Never again
could I rest until I found the best pizza
delivered to this campus!
There I was with five pizzas in my
face, begging me to eat them. And
I did! Oh, the grease!
Unfortunately, I had to eat at least one piece
of each pizza. I choked down everything from thin and chewy, to thick
and greasy. After a good belch, the
decision was made.
The greatest pizza hails from East
of Chicago! Maybe it is a little more

Wooster Pizza review squadron

expensive than the competition, but
it has everything down pat. The first
key to pizza greatness is crust quality. The thick. Chicago style crust
blows away the thin, limp competition. What's up with chewy crust
from other places? I like a thick crust
... a College Man's crust! This is not
r.
a limp pizza, said a fellow
This writer totally agrees.
But some complain that the crust
is too greasy. "The olive oil that
drenches the crust threatened to
choke me," said a foolish critic. It's '
not grease. . .it's butter, you simpleton ! The secret to East of Chicago's
great crust is the butter spread onto
the crust during baking ingenious!
Mmm, butter...
The second key to success is a
spicy sauce. The cheap, bland pizza
sauce really gets old after 00 pieces
or so. Ahhh, but this pizza has some
bite to it! A refreshing change, I
might say.
taste-teste-

1

And the cheese! They don't pile
orderdouble cheese.
There's nothing worse than a pizza
with too much greasy cheese on
n
has it figured out!
of
The pepperoni is perfect. I can
always tell when the pepperoni will
be great, because it looks slightly
toasty, curled up at the edges, and a
little puddle of delicious grease in
the center. A wise man once said,
"Grease will make you grow strong,
my son." My friends and I didn't
realize its true meaning until a couple
of hours after eating massive quantities of greasy pizza.
Look at the evidence for yourselves. Great crust, perfect pepperoni. spicy sauce: East of Chicago pizza has it all! As a whole,
this pizza is a 9 on my pizza scale.
Next time you're out late and the
munchies hit hard, go for taste and
choose the pizza of choice for a true
College Man.
it on unless you

it-East

Chi-Tow-

The sauce was good but not
unique, certainly nothing memorable. The sauce had a taste kind of
like tomato paste out of a cheap
can," wrote one critic.
The cheese was too chewy for
some of our reviewers, but one also
noted it was "addictive." One reviewer who did not otherwise like
the pizza noted that it was partially
redeemed by "its gratuitous use of
cheese." Unlike some cheeses that
came off in long strings of flavor,
KD cheese stayed determinedly in a
thin slab. It held its place on the
crust, making it great pizza for a
night out with someone you want to
impress. No more embarrassing

strands of cheese or hunks of toppings that fall unceremoniously into
your lap. This is a pizza that stays
together, for better or for worse, as
if held together with that proverbial
kindergarten glue.
Most of the reviewers were brutal
to the KD crust. One critic swore
that the pizza whispered to her. "If
you like dough, straight dough, eat
ME." Her response to the pizza's
invitation is not recorded Another
taster mentioned that the pizza "appears to have been made in a
fury of kitchen angst ballooning air bubbles and all." The
words that continually reappeared
on the comment cards? "Chewy"
and "doughy."
Overall, the KD pizza did not fare
as well as some of the others, but it
was the least expensive. There is
something to be said for prompt
service as well, and unlike Papa
John's, KD is not known to stiff its
customers by simply not showing
up. Maybe this is because they
don't have as many customers, but
that doesn't really matter when it's
late at night and you are hungry.
They are open late, they are cheap,
d
and despite its
qualities,
the pizza is not too bad at all. If you
look back on kindergarten with nostalgia, this is definitely your pizza.
one-minu-

-

fast-foo-

More bang for
your buck:
Pizza delivery ranked
in terms of low cost

for a mediumpizza
with one topping
1.

KD's

2. Domino's (includes

breadsticks)
3. Papa John's
4. East of Chicago
5. Little Caesar's

te
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It's everybody's favorite Domino's comes through

Papa John 's is way popular, for a reason

The surprisingly good pizza with a plus

NORM HIRSCHY

SARAH FENSKE

The white, .green and red Papa
John's boxes are a familiar sight on
campus. When carried down a dorm
hall, they seem to gain an almost
religious following. The box is
d
treasure
opened, the
contained within is rapidly devoured, and thus four students have
night
escaped another
at Lowry. Indeed, Papa John's fans
are a zealous bunch, the members of
which have rarely tasted another
company's pizza.
Enter the Voice and its benevolent Features writers. Papa John's
fans should be pleased with the results of our taste test, for, hen
compared with other Wooster establishments, their champion did
remarkably well. Here's what our
experts had to say:
Some, minimizing the effect of
the thinner crust, truly enjoyed the
pizza. Says one writer, "It's exceedingly yummy. Veritable waves
of Italian goodness engulf the
tongue. Mr. Crust could use some
beefing-up- .
but the sauce was divine and tbe cheese even better.
Overall, this pizza lakes the cake."
Similarly, another states, "A good
pizza, very much the standard by
which other pizzas are judged. Kind
of thin crust and none too plentiful
with the cheese, but overall an excellent pizza. I liked it!"
Another writer, though she agreed
that it was good, accentuated different aspects of the pizza. She states,
"Very good pizza. A lot of cheese-go- od
sauce-b- ut
too much. Really
good crust." Another writer agreed
vehemently, stating that it was "bril
eight-slice-

rice-and-ba-

gel

--

liantly constructed! Crust on the
.bottom, cheese on the lop ... sauce
in the middle. It is truly a culinary
innovation that will one day bring
about world peace, or at the very
least, a full tummy here or there."
One writer was so convinced of
the pizza's goodness that he personified it. Evidently, the pizza
said, "I have sweet sauce (and lots
of it too), but you'll like me." (Perhaps we ordered a bit too much
pizza ...)
The pizza did earn one fie, though.
Says one writer, "Very greasy . . .
huge craters in the crust are scary. It
makes me sick . . . blaaah." (The
pizza, of course, regrets these objections and does not hold the writer
personally responsible for his
iri-sensitiv-

ity.)

Tom, a manager at Papa John's,
reflected on these comments. He
"takes a lot of pride in making pizzas." He notes that Papa John's
makes each pizza fresh with "only
the finest ingredients available."
It is fit to notice that Papa John's
offers a special price to The College
of Wooster students. This discount
places their pizas at the lower end
of the price spectrum.Presumably, Mr. Papa John does
not actually live nor work in
Wooster; nonetheless, he is well
represented by the Woosterdivision
of his pizza company. Mr. John's
mission statement states that his
company strives to "deliver the perfect pizza" and "exceed the needs
and expectations of their custom-

ers." The Features section of
Papa and
his company because we wholeheartedly agree that they are well on
XheVoice congratulates

Domino's takes a little getting
used to. If you have never tried
Domino's before, you may not jump
up in excitement after your first bite
and swear that you'll never call another place again. You may even
take that bite, chew thoughtfully,
and wonder whether or not you like
it. By the next morning, however, if
you keep thinking about it that long,
your mind will be made up.
You will like it.
At first though, the cheese is going to throw you. Guaranteed. This
cheese wasn't the nice, bland cheese
of Little Caesar's or even a cheese
so overwhelmingly greasy that tasting it through the streams of oil was
impossible. It was sharper than most
franchise pizza cheeses, with a flavor that some reviewers just couldn't
figure out. "Fascinating cheese,"
one reviewer wrote. "What is it?
Moldy? Laced with sawdust? I
settle on curdled."
"The cheese was -- um- very
strange, but this reporter enjoyed
it," added another.
The cheese and the sauce were
both distinctive. A bit spicier, a bit
more Italian, nothing was sweet
about this one; the Domino's pizza
was for a mature palate. As for that
cheese, once you get used to it, once
you've given up trying to describe
it, you may decide you actually like
it. Really like it. You may even
decide that Papa John's is a thing of
the past.
Papa John's is clearly the most
popular pizza place in Wooster, and
it did not get to this pinnacle by
accident. Its phone number is easy

.

to remember, you get a nice cup of
buttery-garli- c
stuff that greases your
arteries like nothing else, as well as
those little pepperonchini things that
no one likes anyway. Additionally,
in pizza as well as in life, there is
such a thing as perpetual motion.
Once something reaches a certain
level of popularity, it doesn't even
matter why it became popular in the
first place. Everybody's doing it,
and so everybody keeps doing it.
Most of us don't even hesitate before we pick up the phone and call
Papa John's. We know the service
may be lousy, but we call anyway.
Unthinkingly. Think again, pizza
In the interest of doing
lovers.
something new. Domino's just
might be a better alternative.
Two reasons: crust and fiscal
responsibility. The Domino's crust
is thinner than Papa John's, and it's
zestier, too. Rather than being soft
and bread-likDomino's crust
seethes with texture. "Delectably
golden brown," wrote one critic.
"Not too greasy, very moist," wrote
another. Unlike certain other pizzas, the crust retained its moist tenderness even after sitting out for a
night and being reheated. It was
delicious.
As for money, there is no better
bang for your buck. For the same
price as Papa John's, you get the
same size pizza PLUS an order of
breadsticks ... six excellent garlic-fille- d
crusty sticks with their own
tangy sauce. True, you don't get
those pepperchines, and true, you
won't have the joy of eating the
same pizza as everyone else on your
hall. But if you order Domino's,
you just may start a new trend.
e.

Feed us: our
quest continues
FEATURES STAFF
We chose the pizzas for this test
way. All
in a very
: we knew was that we wanted good
pizza, and we wanted it to be delivered. At first we had the silly
idea that it should be free. "We'll
: tell them we're press," we said.
They'll give us some perks!" Ha,
ha." Who takes the Features staff
seriously? Ncttihe restaurants in
this town. We paid for these piz-- ,
zas, and as" a result, we simply
couldn't afford to try more than
:
five brands.
East of Chicago is great, but we
think there is yet room for improvement. If you have a favorite
pizza place, a recipe from grandma
that kicks butt, or your very own
pizza joint, we invite you to impress us. Show us who is really
thebcsL Here's how:
Visit the Voice office. Bring us
your wares, and we will take time
.

un-scienti-

fic

f

'.

out of our busy schedules to
sample them. We'll eat 'em, and
we'll write about 'em. Picture
that: your name in print. Your
pizza exalted for all the world to
see. If it's good, we'll admit it.
We'd be delighted. We may be
critics, but we are humble, after
all.
Bring your pizza to us today,
and you just may get the credit
youdeserve; You'll get the chance
to not only impress some of the
school's sharpest intellects, but
also to get your pizza the acclaim
t it deserves. Think about it.

no pleaser
HzzalPizza! No, thanks: Little Caesars'
quite come through as a winner
Yes,

Little Caesar's does deliver, no, their pizza just doesn 9t

JAMIE MAPES
Walking down the hall of any
dorm on any given weekend, an
abundance of discarded pizza boxes
from those students who chose not
to brave Lowry food one more night
are sure to litter the halls. The boxes
are usually from local pizza places
that advertise heavily on campus.
One pizza company that is usually
not represented is Little Caesar's.
Many students don't even know that
they deliver. There is, however, a
possibility they know, and yet they
just don't care. After trying Little
Caesar's pizza one might realize
there is a good reason for that.
First of all, the pizza just looked
said, "it
strange. As one taste-testwas colored weird. It looked sick."
While appearance may not be the
most important thing on a college
student's mind, this pizza's look
makes you wonder where it came
er

from and how long it sat upside
down in the delivery person's car.
The crust was one of the few redeeming aspects the pizza possessed.
One person called the crust "pleasingly dense" while another claimed
the crust was superior because there
was no apparent "pillow effect where
h
you end up with a three
outside crust and a one millimeter
inside crust."
While most found the crust to be
good, a rebel from the group thought
he tasted too much "seediness in the
crust." This same person also found
the crust to be too wimpy and thin,
while another reporter thought it
was "too darn dense and bland. It
tasted like you were eating a piece
inch-hig-

of cardboard."
The sauce was not commented on
as much as the crust, which Could
have been because people were not
sure there was sauce on the pizza.
One person felt there was a gener

ous use of sauce, but the few other
comments reflected an opposite
opinion. "I can't even taste the sauce
is it there?" asked one commenter.
One of the problems with the sauce
might have been the heavy layer of
cheese that was on top of the pizza.
One tester likened to the bouncy,
canned cheese you used to see on
pizza commercials. "There is just so
much of it," one tester wrote, "and
you aren't sure if it is actually real.
It kind of scared me."
While another person liked the
heavy layer of cheese, it also seemed
to cause a problem with grease. In
fact, what stuck out with most people
was the amount of grease on this
pizza. One person said it was anything
that couldn't be fixed with a napkin,
while another called the pizza "overwhelming monotone greasiness."
The general consensus was that
Little Caesar's pizza was incredibly
bland. Bland pizza, though, does

-

serve a purpose, as one person called
it "just the kind of pizza you'd want
after too many beers. It is pleasant,

yet innocuous." Another person
called this pizza "the guru of mediocrity." saying that "the pizza
screams 'I'm from the land of blah'."
While the pizza did not cause food

KVe

poisoning for anyone, it is just not an
incredibly exciting specimen. Little
Caesar's was one of the more expensive delivery places in the Wooster
area, and unfortunately, the quality
was not worth the price. If you like
bouncy cheese, though, this might be
your pie.

do more than eat pizza!

Join the Features staff today and write
interesting articles about people places
and events around campus, mmm...
Call Fenske at x3802 for a good time

...writing Features
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Attenborough falls short telling wartime love story

Ernest Hemingway s World War I romance gets a Hollywood treatment in "In Love and War
--

sensible life with the doctor.
Hemingway turns to a melancholy
life of seclusion and alcohol after
Agnes calls off their engagement.
He is permanently scarred by the
failed romance, even though Agnes
and never marries the Italian doctor
after all.

DANIELLE BUCKIUS
The recently released film "In
Love and War" provides an insightful look into the circumstances that
shaped the mentality of the late novelist Ernest Hemingway. Adapted
from the novel "Hemingway In Love
and War." hy Henry S. Villard and
James Nagel. the movie is based on
the true life of Hemingway and his
experiences in World War I.
Chris O'DonncIl stars as the
young author and Sandra Bullock
pi jy s Aiines von Kurow ski. the nurse
w iih whom Hemingway falls in love.
The mov ie is set in northern Italy
in 191 X. Hemingway is an ambitious young soldier whose goal is to
fight on the front lines. However,
due to poor eyesight, he must be
content to serve hiscountry by handing out coffee and cigarettes to passing soldiers. After some smtnith
talking. Hemingway gets permission lo visit the men on the front
lirw

inoriliTlonffrlhemanv

Directed

omm(s

umi uk; ina IKCU.
The location he visits is bombed
and. while carrying an injured solV

dier

from

the

t-s-

tors from amputating his infected
leg by attempting new medical procedures to clean his wounds. Her
ideas work and Hemingway's condition eventually improves. While
recuperating, the flirtatious young
author and the nurse form a closer
relationship, ultimately professing

battlefield.

Hemingway gets shot in the leg and
ends up at the hospital where he
meets a nurse named Agnes von
Kurow ski (Bullock).
nurse takes an
The
interest in the
Hemingway and dissuades the doc
26-year-o-

ld

19-year--

old

their love for each other.
Soon after, however, Hemingway
must report back to the States, and
Agnes" services are needed closer
to the front. The two go their separate ways, but not until Hemingway
asks Agnes to marry him.
While they're apart, Agnes is pur

sued by an older, distinguished Italian doctor, causing her to question
her love for Hemingway. When the
older doctor asks Agnes to marry
him, she eventually decides that she
must "start thinking with her head"
and breaks off the engagement with
Hemingway in order to live a more

by

Richard

Attenborough, "In Love and War"
attempts to achieve the emotional
levels of another recently released
war drama. "The English Patient".
However, the story isn't as enticing
as "The English Patient" and the
performances aren't nearly as superb. Chris O'DonncIl does a fair
job at playing a young, energetic
Ernest Hemingway, but Sandra Bullock is not the right actress lor the
role of Agnes von Kurow ski. The
pair have very little chemistry whatsoever in the film.
After playing the "girl next door"
type in all of her previous movies.
Bullock may be the unknowing victim of Holly wood typecasting. Ap- nig iiui ui piacc vviinnui iici
and jeans role, she can't
usual
seem to meet the demands of the
weighty period drama.
Although the film doesn't accomplish the emotional heights that
Attenborough intended, "In Love
and War" provides an intriguing
background on the ambitious young
soldier that Hemingway was and
the troubled author that he became.
hirt

Kayaga brings slice of Uganda to campus
A night of story, song and dance in the Dr. King series
Tuesday's performance consisted of

NAT MISSILDINE
The touring African dance troupe
Kayaga gave a presentation Tuesday night in McGaw Chapel. Sponsored by the Wayne County Center
for the Arts and the Black Students
Association, Kayaga performed to
a audience of people of all backgrounds and all ages.
The program consisted of a variety of dance, music, storytelling and
humor all of which came from the
culture of Uganda, a country on the
East Coast of Africa. Three members of Kayaga showcased these
aspects of their culture by putting
audience members in various roles
in the stories and giving them an
opportunity to play the musical

instruments.
Kayaga performs all over the
United States at festivals, educational institutions and theaters. They
have performed at the Kennedy
Center for Performing Arts, the
Annanberg Center and the Brooklyn Academy of Music. The size of
the troupe varies from show to show.
The show can include up to ten
members or as few as three doing all
the singing, dancing and story teliin..

.

three members, including the leader
of the troupe, Namu Lwanga.
"Uganda has 32 different ethnic
groups, each with their own language," said Lwanga. The group
began with a traditional Ugandan
dance which employed drums and
traditional Ugandan dress. This was
followed by a story of a typical day
on a Ugandan fishing boat, using
audience members to demonstrate
the rowing and steering methods of
the fishermen.
"The river in Uganda is like the
mall in America," Lwanga said.
"It's where the people come to meet,
gossip and learn new dances. This
segued the group into one of the
dances that emerged from the riverSome dances
side environment.
even told stories themselves. The
three members enacted the story of
a young girl falling in love and leaving her home and mother.
Another segment that involved
multiple members of the audience
explained the Ugandan circumcision ritual. The audience acted the
parts of the fathers, the mothers and
the boys going through this important rite of passage. .

Lwanga also gave her account of
g
coming to America. The
deserve
people for America
an Oscar," she said illustrating the
idealistic picture of America that
she was given in Uganda. "For the
first time in my life I was looked
upon as a minority. I didn't fit in
with the black community because I
didn't speak their language and I
didn't fit irr with the white community because I was black," described
Lwanga about her transition into
American culture. She told the story
of her first job experience as a nanny
where her employers gave her an
American name that had an humorous meaning in her Ugandan language.
The evening ended with a rousing
modern dance routine. The dance
style known as quasa quasa is an
p
and
eclectic mix of reggae,
dance,
all intraditional Ugandan
fluences in modern Ugandan culture.
The troupe was an informative
and entertaining treat fo all who
attended and marked an memorable event in the Dr. Martin Luther
King commemorative activities

Interested in art, movies,
plays or poetry?

music,

image-makin-

Then join the staff of the Living
Arts section to write reviews and
articles on any of the above and
more.
Call x3671 to sign on today.

hip-ho-

series.

M
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ONLY

$39.95
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Mike Leigh 's "Secrets and Lies
NAT MISSILDINE

A Cultural Vacuum
Is the lack of contemporary music a
signal of a cultural annihilation?
ALLE PARKER
Let me tell you how this past
week went. Nat calls me on Monday, as always, and asks me if I can
do a record review for this week,
and I tell him, sure, but I really don't
have any records to review. No
problem, says Nat, I can send you
something.
I ask him what he has; we banter
a bit; and, he agrees to send me the
new Emmet Swimming and Prong
records for my perusal. I'm thinking that this is going to be a fun
week, because I have traditionally
enjoyed both Prong and Emmet
Swimming. Unfortunately, however, I did not get the package with
the discs in campus mail until
Wednesday afternoon, and then
when I opened the CD cases up,
there was nary a disc in either of
them. Yes, it appears that some
vagrant who was as big a fan as I
decided that his meager budget did
not permit him to obtain the CDs
legally. Hence, I have no CDs to
review.
This lack of music brought me
back to a discussion that we had in
my Modern Western Political
Thought course on Wednesday. In
this discussion, Mark Weaver lamented the fact that Pat Boone,
dressed like some kind of Dennis
Rodmanesque clone, had presented
at the American Music Awards

with Alice Cooper. Professor
Weaver claimed that Boone's appearance was merely a harbinger
to the death of all culture in our
generation.
Now, I have to admit that

Boone's appearance did paralyze
my remote control hand for a while,
but I really don't think his presence means that our generation is
experiencing cultural annihilation.
Then again, if our culture were
really rich, I shouldn't have this
much of a problem coming up with
something to review.
I mean the only records I have
bought in the past few months have
been by Superchunk and The Replacements, and both of those were
at least five years old. Bob Mould's
record last year broke some new
ground, and I kind of got into the
latest Sebadoh release, but other
than that I have been living in a

musical retrogression that has
forced me to buy older and older
records.
I turn on the radio or MTV and
the likes of No Dpubt, Alanis
Morisette, and Bush drive me
nearly to the point of insanity.
Yeah, they're all catchy and full of
either energy, angst, or both, but
what musical ground are they
breaking? No Doubt is simply a
reinvention of the Gits' big rock
formula; Alanis is a hybrid combination of Madonna and PJ Harvey;
and Bush is essentially the latest
wave of
in the
grunge.
Perhaps all of the good songs have
post-Nirva-

na

already been written. Maybe there
actually is nothing new under the
sun. Possibly we all have to sit and
wait for the arrival of the next musical Messiah. Or maybe our generation is just lame. Who knows, I just
hope I can find a record for next
week.

To me, movies are typically an
escape. But there are some that hit
the mark so accurately that any escape to another realm becomes impossible, they're too real or too true.
A large dose of intense realism
and somber heaviness accompanies movies like the "The Bicycle
Thief," "The Elephant Man," "Ordinary People" and "Leaving Las
Vegas." And consequently it's a
type that I, and I'm guessing the
mainstream viewing public, initially
resist.
At first glance, most people resist
Mike Leigh's new film "Secrets and
Lies." To American audiences, a
film about the dysfunctional relationships of British families seems
about as inviting as a having a root
canal. But the few people who have
seen it have given it its deserved
praise. The film won the top prize at
the Cannes Film Festival this year
(an award shared by other films like
"Sex, Lies and Videotape." "The
Piano" and "Pulp Fiction") and
Brenda Blethyn recently won the
Golden Globe Award for best actress. Critics have given it overwhelmingly positive reviews.
"Secrets and Lies" is an ensemble
movie, with every character in some
way interrelated. The main storyline
is of an adopted black woman now
in her thirties who is looking for her
birth mother. The twist that sets the
plot into motion is that the mother
(Brenda Blethyn) is white. "Sweetie,
you have the wrong person," she
says at first, denying her own daughter. This spins things into a messy
quagmire of racial and familial
issues that cause grief and heartache on all sides. The Golden
Globe Award (and the Oscar that
is apt to follow) may be better
suited goint iBlethyn's tear ducts
for all the mileage she gets out of
them. Her character can't seem to
finish a scene without bursting into
tears.

Blethyn's character also has
trouble relating to her other daughter and her brother, a photographer, is having marital problems
with his wife who, in turn, can't
stand his sister. Sound loosely
familiar? Such is the life of the
family and Leigh doesn't skimp
on the hurt involved.
Several sequences feature the
brother at his job. He takes posed
pictures of other families. We see
the people as he sees them through
his lens and each of the families
appear, in various stages of dys-- .
function, trying desperately (o look
happy for the camera. In one scene,
the profile of the right side a beau

Jan3i-Feb- 6

tiful young woman's face is being
photographed. - When she turns
her cheek, we see that the other
side of her face is horribly scarred.
In the theater where I saw this
movie, the audience let out a collective gasp when she turned to
face the screen.
It is a key scene in the film that
reflects the two sides of the families, both those characters we have
come to know and those we've
only glimpsed. As the film sinks
deeper into the tangled webs and
dashed expectations, Leigh uses
this scene as a symbol for both the
beauty and the pain of these families lives. "The two people I love
most in my life can't stand each
other," says the brother. He is the
most grounded and sympathetic of
the characters and, because of it,
the one who is pulled in the most

:

Saturday: Feb. 1

Trip: Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, leaving LCr at 11:30am,
Returning at 6:30 pm. Cost only
$4, see you there.
Film: The Nutty Professor, at
Mateer Aud. at 7:30pm &
10:30pm. Cost: only $1 '

;

Contest" and Dance: "Name
that Tune" and Dance. Only at the

Underground, from

t0:00pra-2.-00a-

m.

Cost: Only .50. Wow!
you can't beat that with a bat

Sunday: Feb. 2
Classic Hln It's A Mad Mad,
Mad, Mad World Where: Mateer

;

at7:30pm.

directions.
Leigh uses clever techniques to
heighten the viewer's sense of tension. The apartments in the film are
all excruciatingly small giving the
claustrophobic feel i ng that aggravates
the unease that we feel exuding from
the characters. Scenes rarely leave
the tight rooms, eliminating any sense
of distance the audience may be able
to have from the characters.
Mike Leigh's previous pictures
have included "Naked" and "Life
is Sweet," both of which received
much high critical praise. With
the number of awards "Secrets and
Lies" has amassed, Leigh is becoming Britain's most acclaimed
director.
"Secrets and Lies" is not the kind
of film you watch while you're at a
Saturday party. It's not necessarily
an enjoyable film. Scenes may move
slowly with little change of venue,
but the writing and the performances
hit painfully close to home. Anyone
who has grown up with a family
knows and feels the weight behind
this complex story.
The brother announces the telling
line "All these secrets and lies, we
share the pain." The poignancy of
this scene is unmatched and others
like it add up to a film that is worth
taking the time to watch.
Films as powerful as "Secrets and
Lies" teach us that not all movies
need to be escapist. At some indistinguishable point a film can no
longer be called an escape from
the world of the audience, but instead a mirror reflection of it. This
reflection is at the heart of the
purpose of art itself. Artists like
Mike Leigh provide that vital reflection to help us examine the world
through someone else's lens. In
"Secrets and Lies," that lens is nakedly clear.

;

.

.

Tuesday: Feb." 4 '
'

Video: "Big" Staring Tom
Hanks, the Underground at 8:00.
The best part, no .cost.

Wednesday: Feb. 5
Comedian:TammyPescatelll
Only to be found at The College
Underground. Cost is only .50

Thursday: Feb. 6
"

-

Sale: Music and More, LC,

loung fromr
know

I0:am-7:00p- m.

I

I cannot wait.

STRR UJRRS
The 20th anniversary
rerelease of The Star
Wars Trilogy begins
today.
Here's a list of the
scheduled release dates:
Star Wars: Today,
The Empire Strikes
Back:
Friday, Feb. 21

Return of the Jedi:

Friday, Mar. 7

Sports
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Congratulations to
Mackie Feierstein!!!
for winning the Beat the Experts

U;v

- v

Bowl Game Bonanza

.

-

Feierstein correctly picked 8 of 10 Bowl
Games, tying with runner-u- p Peter
James. However, Feierstein 's closer
game put
score pick in the Florida-FShim over the top.
U

Feierstein wins a $25 gift certificate from
a sporting good shop downtown.

r
photo by Matt Dilyard

Jenny Diehl '99 displays her swimming prowess during this weeks's meet against Denison.

Scot swimmers deluged by Denison's Big Red wave
Keep their heads above water the following day and beat Ohio Wesleyan Battling Bishops
MONICA BRYM
KRISTIN RIKER
The College of Wooster men's
and women's swim learns returned
from their most challenging weekend yet this season with one win and
one loss apiece. Both teams lost to
Denison on Friday night. The men's
final score was 151-6- 1
and the
women's final score was 135-8On Saturday, both teams came back
to defeat Ohio Wesley'an's teams.
The Scots finished with a
6
final score and the Lady Scots finished with a 139-9- 3
final score.
"Denison has a very talented
team." said Wooster head coach
Keith Beckett. "They came at us
with a very strong line-u-p
and did
not relinquish their attack until the
meet concluded."
After last year's upset when the
Lady Scots defeated the Big Red
swimmers. Denison did not take any
7.

129-10-

chances in their

line-u- p

against

Wooster. Although the scores do
not depict it. there were a few exceptional swims for the Lady Scots.
Jenny Diehl "99 had excellent
swims in both the 200 freestyle
(2:02.67) and the 500 freestyle
(5:29. 6). She was joined by Kristin
RiJter '97 in the 1000 freestyle
(11:31 .60) and Leah Becki '00 in
the 200 freestyle (2:00.75). Mandy
RearickJOO had her first collegiate win on the
meter drving
board with a score of 227.5. In
addition Julie Snoddy 97 took first
place on the
(193.5) and
second place on ihe I meter (20 .8)
"As suspected. OWU men and
women have a strong program anu
..uld casi! ontend for third place
.1 the NCAC Championship meet."
1

1

3-mc-

--

ier

--

1

'

said Beckett. "Although we overcame their attacks, it was a definite
wake-u- p
call that it is time to get
serious."
. A number of Wooster swimmers
were indeed serious on Saturday
when they took down their opponents in close finishes. Heather Van
Almen '99, as an anchor in the 400
medley relay, set'the tone by outstretching her opponent at the finish, and followed with a come from
behind swim for fifth place in the
1000 freestyle. Another outstanding
finish for the Lady Scots came from
Carolyn Knox 97 in the 200 freestyle
for fourth place.
For the Scots, Kris Marr 97 outstretched his arms for a third place
finish in the 200 freestyle. Rob
Harrington 99came from behind to

take second in the 400 individual
medley and teammate Matt Clapham
'98 reached for a close third place
finish in the 200 breaststroke. Finally, Vince Dalchuk '98 had a
come from behind victory in the

200 backstroke finishing first with
a 2:04.31.
"Vince exemplified the kind of
desire and aggressiveness that .we
need going into the conference and

national championships," said

'
Beckett.
'
The Lady Scots claimed several
firsts included are Becki's 400 individual medley (4:49.53) and 200

butterfly (2:15.81); Diehl's 200
breaststroke (2:39.14); Carolyn
Firchak '00 in the 200 backstroke
(2: 15.65) and Stephanie MacMillan
'99 in the 200 freestyle (2:02.80).

Need
Wooster Sports
Info?

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION

Call x2066

a trip to Washing-

GOOD

over Spring Break
(March

Up-to-Da- te

WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for national
company! Free supplies,
postage! No selling! Bonuses!
Start immediately! Genuine
opportunity! Rush S.A.S.E:
V M C,
SUITE 174
1961 N. rEDERAL HVTY
HOLLYWOOD.

FL

33020

ton D.C.
8-1- 2)

All interested should pay a
$35 deposit to Sheana
Balasuriya (x3246) by
Wed. Feb.5

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS:
visits to Smithsonians.
White House, Capitol Hill,
Arlington Cemetary.

Along with Dalchuk's victory, the
Scots claimed five additional first
They were Dan
place finishes.

Parker's (98) 200 butterfly
(2:10.19); Erik Haschke's ('97)
diving; Andrew
and
1-m-

morrow at 1:00. The team will
recognize its 16 graduating seniors
at the start of the meet.
Stats courtesy of News Services

eter

3-me- ter

Correction to last week's
ming story

freestyle (1:50.49).
"Although we claimed victory
with both teams today, I was not
satisfied with our total performance

freestyle relay of Ben Chalot "98,
Stephen Bayuk '00, Dan Parker 98
and Andrew Wunderley 97, which
set a pool record on Friday versus
,
was wrong. The
correct time was :28.52.

this weekend," said Beckett.
"There were many close finishes
for various places, some won, some
lost. We definitely need to win
more of those face-ofto accomplish the season end objectives."
Both teams will conclude their
dual meet season with a home meet
versus John Carroll University to
fs

The time for the men's 200

Baldwins-Wallace-

1

At the Voice, we constantly try to
provide accurate information to our
readers. We sincerely apologize for
the error and hope that our future
articles live up to the high standards
that we attempt to maintain.

Hey you! Do you have any friends?
Well then grab one of them and register to
play in the

SCOT LANES
DOUBLES PING
PONG TOURNAMENm
Registration in in Scot Lanes from Jan.
Tournaments begins on Friday, Feb. 7.
Cost is only S4 per team of two players
27-Feb-

.6

could win a gift certificate to Wilson
Bookstore and four free games of ping-ponYou

Also: "Shear Madness' at
The Kennedv Center

swim-

Wunderley's ('97) 50 freestyle
(23.01 ); and Ben Chalot's ('98) 200

g.

Sports
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Lady Scots drop third straight conference game
LUKE LINDBERG
The Lady Scot basketball squad
returned to action last Saturday as
they hosted Ohio Wesleyan in a 2
at Timken Gymna
p.m. match-u- p
sium. The Lady Scots were looking
to rebound after dropping games
against two tough opponents, the
perennial powerhouse Wittenberg
Tigers and the strong, experienced
Lady Lords of Kenyon. The Lady
Scots were particularly looking to
win this one, considering their next
game would not be until almost a
week later. Unfortunately, Ohio
Wesleyan managed to outgun the
Lady Scots in the second half and
prevail by a final score of
the
Coming into the match-uLady Scots were sporting a record
with a 5 mark in the comof
petitive NCAC. Ohio Wesleyan
came in with a similar overall record,
but was boasting an impressive 3
mark in the NCAC. All season, the
Lady Bishops have been riding the
63-5-

3.

p,

4--

7-- 8,

7--

Weekend

half-tim-

30-2-

9.

match-up- s

continued from page 12
will bring talent to face Wooster on

their home court. Moore said,
"Oberlin is very capable of pulling
an upset against anyone in the league,
particularly if John Norris has a good
game.
5
Wooster beat Oberlin soundly
in their Dec. 5 meeting, and if
they continue to play consistently,
they should have no problem chalking up another win.
Wooster's big test comes tomorrow night in Timken Gymnasium
when they face Denison. Wooster
and Denison are currently tied for
second place in the conference and
if both teams win their games tonight, the game should have
excitement second only to the
83-6-

big-ga-

play of veterans Megan Coughlin
and Angie Quatman, who in the
game against the Lady Scots, com- binedfor31 points.These two dominant forces hindered the Lady Scots
chances both on offense and defense, coming up with big baskets
down the stretch and making key
defensive stops when necessary.
The first half of Saturday's game
was a large improvement over the
previous two matches that the Lady
Scots had played. Playing tight defense and moving the ball around
with relative ease and speed, the
Lady Scots trailed by only one at
e
The beginning of
the game showcased one key aspect
of the Lady Scots' offensive threats.
With just under twenty seconds of
basketball i n the books. Sue Roberts
'99 drove through about four Lady
Bishops and threw in the first two
points of the contest. Out to a quick
start, the Lady Scots were looking
to build upon the early momentum
generated by Roberts. Unfortu

1--

Credit.

Ko

Job

30-2- 9.

half-tim-

2,

defense for eight quick points.
Montague hit two jumpers and Roberts added another before Hank
nailed a three pointer to put the Lady

Unfortunately,
Scots on top
the Wesleyan team was hot ready to
go down that easily. After pulling
8
at the 12:50 mark, the
within
Lady Bishops began their decisive
.run.
Working the ball inside and rotating it well around the perimeters,
the Lady Bishops slowly began picking apart the Lady Scot defense. At
10:15 in the second half, the Lady
Bishops had turned a three point
deficit into a 1 advantage.
In the final ten minutes, the Lady
Bishops turned to Quatman and
Coughlin, who poured the pressure
on the Lady Scots. Working well
together, the two Lady Bishops ac
38-3- 0.

41-3-

14-1- 0.

44-4-

Lakeside Laundromat welcomes College Students!

home game against Wittenberg
which happened on Jan. 1 8.
The pep band and plenty of spirited fans are sure to attend and the
enthusiastic antics ofWooster's fans
have caught the attention of the "Columbus Dispatch" who will here
writing a feature article for an upcoming edition.
Thus, come to Timken gymnasium at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow night to
see what should be an excellent and
exciting match.
And who knows? If you missed
out on the Coke commercial, you
still have another chance to get some
press exposure.
See you at the game!

Come and enjoy a quiet and clean atmosphere study or
play some video games while you do your laundry.

QO

30- -

We offer
A nrumH w a china machines
9 sum.- - 9 pun.
as well as single load
washers for only

Mon.-Sa- L

311(1

counted for more than half of
Wesleyan's final points. Although
Wooster played an overall solid
game, Ohio Wesleyan's stretch run
proved to be too much for the Lady
Scots to handle.
The Lady Scots return to action
tonight as they host Oberlin at
Timken Gymnasium. In their last
meeting, the Lady Scots cruised to a
2
win. Tomorrow, they will
travel to Granville to face a Denison
2
on
squad that they trounced
Jan. 8. Wednesday night will mark
the rematch with Case Western Reserve right here in Wooster. After
9
defeating the Lady Spartans
(OT) in Cleveland over the winter
holiday, the Lady Scots will look to
make it a perfect 0 against the
tough Case team. Attendance has
been sparse at the Lady Scot game,
so let's get out there and show some
Scot Spirit for the women warriors
of the Lady Scot basketball team.
65-5-

66-3-

74-6-

2--

stats courtesy of News Services

"Just

Desserts"
Want to live in a
Program House?

Sl.OOwash.

It
Q

CALL FOR
DIRECTIONS!
345-97-

Sun. 11

rJ)

JJ

54

a.m.-- 9

Speakers

service
also available

Drop-of- f

Discussion
Volunteer info

Located at Melrose

Trailer Court
Lot 148

p.m.

fun, fun, fun

7 p.m. Lean Lecture Room

me

stats courtesy of News Services

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No

seconds remaining on the clock. The
e
score read
The Lady Scots wasted no time at
the beginning of thesecond half,
jumping all over the Ohio Wesleyan

nately, Wesleyan came back strong
as Lady Bishop Janelle Myers picked
apart the Lady Scot defense with
four consecutive scores.
howAfter getting behind 1
ever, the Lady Scots began to respond. Katie Montague '99 nailed
one of her trademark jump shots to
get the rallygoing. With a Christy
Judd '00 jumper in the lane with
1 0:50 remaining in the half, the Lady
Scots had pulled to within striking
The
distance at a score of
final half of the first period seesawed back and forth as the two
evenly matched squads shared baskets. With just overa minute to play
in the first half, the Lady Scots saw
themselves in a small five point hole.
One minute proved to be enough
time for one more strike, however,
as the Lady Scots exploded for five
points in the final minute. Katie
Hank '00 began the run with two
points to bring the Lady Scots within
two. Then Montague took over, nailing a three pointer with just four

Ho

Parent-- Si

ojer.

Ho

I

()

Security Deposit!

Name.

no credit bad credit no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used

want Credit Carts imediately- - 1004 OUAHANTEEDI
CREDITMAX. P0 BOX 468432, AtLAIITA, GA 31146

Address
i

cay
ftooe

Credit Cards In The World Today!
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Men's basketball team working hard for the weekend
created more shots

8
lead.
solid
Wooster started

JOE ALLEN
ANDREW WEAVER

28-1-

the second half
much like they

Afier a slow week on the men's
ended the first half;
basketball schedule, the Fighting
t,
with a slow
Scots have a full w eekend of action
ball control
ahead of them. After the Scots
8
offense and tough
win over Ohio
coasted to
defense. Wooster
Wesleyan last Saturday on the road,
they had a full week to prepare for began to pull away
k
games
halfway through
their important
the second half and
against conference rivals Oberlin
a
maintained
on the road tonight and Denison
healthy 13 point
tomorrow night in front of the home
cushion throughout
crowd in Timken Gymnasium.
Ohio Wesleyan was the only" most of the half.
NCAC opponent the Scots had not When the final
buzcr sounded, the
yet played this season. Aftersoundly
defeating Kenyon the previous Fighting Scots deWednesday, it appeared that the parted OWU with a
8
victory to
Scots had regained their confidence
improve their seaafter their consecutive losses to Allegheny and Wittenberg. OWU has son record to 14-- 3
and the victory also
been struggling this year and entered the match 1 0 for the season, solidified the Scot
but Wooster couldn't simply look stranglehold on
second place in the
past them.
Wooster played true to form and NCAC.
In the win, the
opening five minhad
Scots showed much ...
utes. Wooster never trailed in this
i
:
)
more consistency
opening run.
game due to an
than in games past
After this strong initial showing.
.,
and this did not alWooster slowed down the tempo
low OWU back into
and
and focused on
Alsound fundamental execution on the game.
both ends of the court. Wooster though they missed
Photo by Matt Dilyard
maintained their consistent effort many of their shots, Rowell Fernandez '97 leads the Scot offense in a recent
ganie.
and entered the locker room with a their patience also
half-cour-

61-4-

p

back-to-bac-

61-4-

6--

y.'.'c

e

an-explosiv-

1

1-

:

-4

-.-

-

ball-contr-

enabled

which

-

.

,

'-

-

...

w

.

ol

them to produce
well offensively.

Scots

The

de-

pended on the out-

side shooting of
Rowell Fernandez

'97 and Rich
Ho&hstetler '99
who scored 5 and
10 points, respectively. Greg Morris '97 had another
outstanding game
scoring 14 points
and extending his
conference leading
rebounding totals
by grabbing 4 additional rebounds
1

1

against OWU.
Wooster's other
big man. Ryan
Gorman '99. contributed I points
and 6 rebounds in
a solid effort.
1

Wooster's bench

also put in some

quality minutes
and allowed the
Scots to maintain

their

intensity

Steve Moore this week, he pointed
out that the Scots have been playing
very well as a team with a very
unselfish approach. He also discussed how the team has to play
more consistently on both ends of
the court, especially in rebounding.
When asked about beating conference giants Denison and Wittenberg,
Moore was quick to caution people
about looking past the next game,
particularly in light of their loss at
Allegheny. However, quality ex-

ecution, particularly offensively,
will be the key to the future success

of the Scots. Thus, they have been
working on handling pressure defenses, beating double-teamand
passing.
Additionally. Moore noted that
the Scots are not playing their tradischedtional Wednesday-Saturda- y
ule due to a scheduling decision
made by the NCAC office aimed at
s,

g
measures for the
conference's "perimeter" schools,
cost-savin-

such as Earlham, Case Western Reserve, Wittenberg, and Allegheny.

forward

Looking

a

.

to

this
I

wecKenui s action, iviooic acciiicu.
quite concerned about the Oberlin I
game. He believes that Oberlin has
been underrated this season and they

throughout the entire 40 minutes.
In an interview
with Head Coach

please see WEEKEND
MATCHUPS, page

1 1

l

Wooster track teams relay collective message
I
;

JOE ALLEN

their first scored meet, the
'men's and women's indoor track
team competed against all of their
In

conference rivals at the NCAC
held at Oberlin College. With
some strong performances in the
sprinting events, the women finished tied with Kenyon for fourth
place. On the men's side. Wooster
did well in the field events and short
sprinting relays on their way to a
re-Ja- ys

respectable sixth place showing
overall.
Relay meets emphasize the often
overlooked team aspect of track and
field. In these .eets, the top two
individual performances from each
team are added together for a team
composite score. This forces each
team to work together to achieve
optimal results.

Sarah Kruse '99 overcame a leg
injury and placed fourth in the triple
jump with a jump of 29 1 1.5". Also
in the field events, Wooster placed
second in the team shot put competition thanks to the Herculean efforts ofTracy Wilkes '99 and Deidtra
Reid 99 whose individual throws
placed them third and fourth respectively in the individual competition.
In the track events, the women ran
extremely well. Michelle Poole 97,
Niccole Cook '00, Katherine
99 and Ellen Freeman 97
put forth a solid effort in the disRath-Cours- ey

tance medley and their time of.
13:12.3 earned them a third place
showing. In the 55m hurdles, Krystal
Mohn '99 and Heidi Buffington '00
finished second and fourth respectively to place Wooster second in
the team event. Wooster also placed
aclose third in the 4x200 relay which

featured Mohn, Melissa Eging '98,
Christina Randzin '00, and Laura

named NCAC Male Track Athlete
of the Week on Jan. 20 after a strong

Cappel "99. Wooster blew out the
rest of the field in the sprint medley
with a time, of 4:29.7. Eging,
Randzin,
and Poole
blazed past their competition and
won the race by 6 seconds. This
same combination, with the substi-

performance at the OWU meet held
on Jan. 8. Sir Louis continued his
impressive performances by jumping 1910" to tie him for first place
in the long jump and vaulting 13'
which placed him second in the pole
vault competition.
Chad
Atwell '97 won the pole vault with
a vault of 13 10" and these impressive vaults gave Wooster the team
victory in the event
Head coach Den n is Rice demands
a great deal from his runners and the
intensive workouts seem to be paying off, particularly in the short
sprints. Wooster placed third in a
photo finish end to the 4x200 race.
Jamie Falquet 98, Damian DoIIard
'98, Steve Dornbos 97, and Anthony Wheeler 98 brought their
collective experience and almost

Rath-tours-

ey

tution of Buffington for
cruised to a convincing
win in the 4x400. Their time of
4:23.6 beat the nearest competition
Rath-Course-

y.

by 5 seconds and Wooster appears
to be maintaining its
dominance in this event.
The Wooster women ran very well
at this meet, particularly since it is
so early in the season. The men's
team also ran well, particularly in
the field and shorter relays.
Tim Sir Louis '00 began his collegiate track and field career by being
long-standi-

ng

1

Co-capta-

in

beat out OWU and Allegheny with
a time of :37.93. In the sprint
medley, Tony Kauke '97 replaced
Dornbos and with a time of 3:45.5,
Wooster placed a close third behind
OWU and Wittenberg.
In the longerevents, Wooster fared
well in the 4x800 relay. Scott
Greenaway '00, Robert Buckley '00,
Andrew Dawson '99, and Brendan
McCabe 99 brought their young
legs and ran the two miles in an
1

impressive 8:33.6 which placed
them fourth overall.
This meet gave both the women
and the men a glimpse of the competition they will facing in upcoming
meets. Both teams will continue
training hard for their upcoming
meets, particularly the conference
meet on Feb. 28 and Mar. . However, for the present, all eyes are on
Friday's meet at Oberlin.
1

The upcoming week in Sports:
Men's Basketball

Swimming and Diving

Indoor. Track

Jan. 3 - Oberlin (A)- - 7:30 p.m.
Feb. - Denison (H 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 5- - CWRU (A)-- 7:30 pjn.

Feb. - John Carroll (H

Jan.

1

1-

1-

1

p.m.

31- -

Oberlin (A)- - 5 pjn.

Men's Club Volleyball
Feb.

2-

- Kent Tournament (A)

Women's Basketball
Jan. 31- - Oberlin (H)- - 7:30 p.m.
Feb. - Denison (A)- - 2 p.m.
Feb. 5- - CWRU (H 7:30 p.m.
1-

